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Abstract

Steady and unsteady measurements on a h'igh1y cambered turbine blading with
subsonic and supersonic outlet velocitjes are presented. The experiments have

been peformed'in an annular cascade with controlled bending vibration of the

bl ades.

From the unsteady measurements the overall damping coeffic'ient is calculated and

presented in function of the outlet Mach number and the interblade phase ang1e.

It is seen that the cascade exhibits flutter tendencies at some interblade phase

angles at transonic outlet velocities.
The experimental data represent the fourth standard configuration jn the

"Workshop on Aeroelasticity in Turbomach'ine-Cascades" tl]. In the present short
note only the experimental results are presented. The complete data from the

investigation with the analysis of the results wilI be pubfished 'in a near

future.

llomenclature

The nomenclature used in this paper corresponds to the one defined in the

"Workshop on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachine-Cascades" [1] and a abstract of thus is
given in annexe.

1 Introduction

At the conference "Aeroelasticity jn Turbomachines" jn Lausanne'in 1980'it was

decjded to collect experimental data on flutter measurements for compressor and

turbjne bladings. This data base will serve as test cases for theoretical



calculations organized in the frame of the "Workshop on Aeroelasticity in
Turbomachj ne-Cascades" t1].
The "Laboratory of Appl ied Thermodynamics and Turbomach'ines" (LTT) at the

EPF-Lausanne part'icipates in th'is workshop w'ith measurements on a h'igh1y

cambered turbine cascade'in bend'ing vibration mode. The experiments performed jn

an annular test facility cover a wjde range of subsonic and supersonic outlet
Mach numbers and the whole interblade phase angle range.

Eight typica'l experiments wiII be presented in this brief note. A complete

version of all experimental results 'is given 'in Ref . l2), wh'ich can be obtained
upon request.

2. Test facility and test cascade

The aeroelastic 'invest'igat'ion was carried out in the annular test faci l ity at
the LTT which i s described in detai I 'in Ref . t3l and [4].

Assembled cascade S'ing1e bl ade

Fig. 1 Cascade geometry and location of the pressure transducers



The jnlet flow angle in the nonrotating test cascade can be varied between IZ"
and 60o and the outlet Mach number can reach M2=1.6 for turbine cascades.

The test cascade consists of twenty vibrating blades suspended on the same

central spring system as in Ref. t3] and the control of the blade vibrations is
performed with an electromagnet'ic exc'itation system [4,5].
The tip diameter of the test cascade is 400 mm and the blade height 'is 40 nm.

The geometrjcal data of the cascade are given'in Fig. 1.

3 Steady state flow measurements

The steady state pressure data have been obtained, with
non-vibrat'ing condjtion, by pressure tappings on the blade

wal I s.

The blade pressure tapp'ings are located at midspan; 14 on

(upper surface) and 15 on the suct'ion side (lower surface).

the

and

bl ades in a

on the side

the pressure side

Fig. 2 Measured isentropic
Mach number distribution on

the blade

The Fig. 2 shows an example of the measured isentropic blade surface Mach number

distribution for constant inlet flow condit'ions w'ith outlet Mach numbers

increasing from subsonic to supersonic velocity.
The I imit loading condition for the turbine cascade 'is Mrru*=2. L1.. Up to th'is
Mach number, at supersonic outlet condition, the shock from the trailing edge of
the neighboring blade impinges upon the suction side of the reference blade.



4. Unsteady measurements

The movement of the elast'ica11y suspended blades was measured and analysed as

described in t4]. The unsteady pressure on the bl ades was determined by

minjature pressure transducers (manufacturer ENDEVCO), mounted ins'ide of the

blade as shown in F'ig.3. Five transducers are mounted on the pressure surface

and six on the suctjon surface of two neighboring blades. The time dependent

values have all been recorded on an ana'log tape and processed off-line as

described in [4].

Fig.3 Mounting of the h'igh

response pressure transducers

5. Tests performed

A large number of experiments have been performed, covering a wide range of
jnlet and outlet flow conditions from subsonic to supersonjc speeds.Out of the

resu'lts, eight were selected as test cases for the workshop on aeroelast'icity'in
turbomachine-cascades (Table 1). In the fo'l1owing, the analysis and presented

results will be limited to these eight cases.

The flutter behaviour of the cascade is described by the aerodynamic damping

coefficient which represents the work of the unsteady pressure on the
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Table 1 Selected test cases of the 4-th standard confjguration



osci I 'l ati ng bl ade. The def i ni t j on used corresponds to the nomencl ature 'in t 1] .

Positive values of the damp'ing coefficient'indicate stable (damped) and negat'ive

value unstable (ampf ified) behav'iour of the vibrating b1ade.

The Fig.4 shows the local damping coefficient determjned from the pressure

transducer measurements on the blade for an'interblade phase angle of = -90"

for three different outlet Mach numbers.

In this examp'le the local damping coefficient ( ) on the pressure sjde is
always stable. The behaviour on the suction surface varies however with the

outlet flow conditions. For high subsonic and son'ic outlet conditions the whole

suction surface shows an unstable behavjour and the g1oba1 aerodynamic damp'ing

coeff ic'ient ( ) is negative (cases 3 and 4 'in Fig. 4). At supersonic outlet
conditions the part of the blade with unstable behaviour is reduced to a zone

close to the lead'ing edge, and the 91oba1 damping coefficient becomes positive
(case 5).

Fig 4 Local aerodynamic damping coefficient with outlet Mach number as

parameter ( =-90o)



The flutter stabifity of the blading depends upon the integral of the local
damping coeffjc'ient around the blade. This global aerodynamic damping co-
effjcjent of the blade is shown in Fig.5 as a functjon of the outlet Mach

number for various jnterblade phase angles for the eight cases given in Table 1.
The test cases for 0o 180o show stable behaviour of the vibrating b1ade,
but for interblade phase angle -90o the blade is stable at low subsonic and high
supersonic outlet conditions and unstable in the transonic reg.ion.

Fig- 5 Global aerodynamic damping coefficient in dependence of outlet Mach

number and 'interblade phase angle

Surmary

An experimental aeroelastic investigation of a high cambered turbine cascade in
bending vibration mode have been performed at the LTT as a contribution to the
Workshop on Aeroelasticity in Turbomachine-Cascades.

The investigation demonstrates the influence of outlet Mach number and
interblade phase angle upon the flutter behaviour of the turbine cascade. The
global aerodynamic damping coefficient has been measured as positive for 0o

180o. However, for =-90 and near sonjc outlet conditions the cascade shows

flutter tendency.

Further investigations will be performed on the cascade to complete the data
base for theoretical investigations
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